









 Head Start 
Personnel  
"The trademark of our people work-
ing in the Head Start program is sen-
sitivity.
 That perhaps sums up best 
what
 
the Head Start program is 
all 






SJS and peafessor of home economies.
 
With the passage of the Poverty Act 
in 1965, Project Head Start cattle into 
being. It concerns early childhood edu-
cation age 3-5) for low income fami-
lies. 
For the past four ye .rs, the Head 
Start  Leadership Development Pro-
gram has been conducted at SJS. This 
summer the college will receive $212,-
504 for the training of Head Start 
personnel.
 The grant money will pro-
vide 
stipends for the enrolled
 trainees 
plus $15 dependency allowances.
 
Program content will help trainees 
1) 
achieve  a better 
understanding of 
their 'Wes as team members 
respective  
Child Development Centers they will 
work; 2) learn techniques for sharing 
skills 
with other team members; 3) 
understand better all components
 of 
the Head 
Start Program and their re-
lationships to each 
other; 41 learn the 
meaning of Head Start as 
a part of 
community action. 
"Our




 of the children 
involved. In other words,
 to help them 
learn how 
to reason, think, 
speak, to 
become 
more self-confident, and gain 
a 
sense
 of being and 
worth as a 
person,  




"Our program is designed
 to expand 
the mental processes of the children
 











 and are associated 
with Head Start
 in one way or another 
as 





social  service aids. Fol-
lowing the seven week training period 
at SJS, they 
return




children these trainees will be 
instructing are difficult to work with 
because they don't
 have a large vo-
cabulary to begin with. Add to the 
fact that
 some speak little English and, 
It makes the job harder.
 But research 
has shown that minority children are 
highly articulate in their own dialect 
and language, and
 it's been our ex-
perience that they 
learn  the English 
language very quickly and 
are able to 
communicate  well," added Dr. Durrett.
 
What type of 
curriculum  is presented 
to 
the  trainees? 
"It includes laboratory techniques
 for 
children
 and their families, the cultural
 
patterns of 
low income families, ti.,' 
the characteristics or how 
families  dif-
fer regarding the 
ways of rearing their 
children), parent
-teacher  volunteer re-
lationships, and field trips to investi-
















 We have 
found out that lecturing to the trainees 
is 
most ineffective. We instead utilize 
small group discussions, 
tole-playing, 
team -teaching, observation and partici-
pation," 








 articulate in their 
own dialect 
and  language. They 
are 
able
 to communicate 
well."  
One 
of the more important 
aspects  
of the curriculum 











 He's more 
able to cope 
with the 
difficulties  he 
may  run into by seeing 
video-tape re-
play of how 
he reacts in teaching
 situ-
ations," added Dr. Durrett, 
What type of person 
is








committed to working 









Head Start, but 
many people 
with very little 
profes-
sional preparation are too (i.e. teacher 
aides)," Dr. Durrett explained. 
She concluded: 
"The concept  of working 
with  child-
ren is here to 
stay. The fact that Pres-
ident Nixon has 
created an Office of 
Child Development indicates the value 




will be working 
with
 infants from birth upwards.
 
"Education is in a state of 
change 






 being tried out which are 
based on different theories. The results 
are still not in as to the merit of the 
potpourri
 of programs 
existing,






a lot of changes in 
early child-
hood education 
already  in its short 
existence of five years." 




 to stay. The fact that 
President Nixon
 has created an Of-
fice 
of
 Child Development indicates 
the value 




students are urged to 
file an 
Address
 Card with the Registrar's
 
Office








ing  to a registrar spokesman. 
The 
Form  5A cards 
will
 be available 
In the 
Registrar
 Office from 9 
a.m. to 
5 p.m. daily and
























 are now 
available in time Financial Aids Offlee 
Atka, 234, for all 
regular  and Edu-




 aid for the 
1970-71 academie year. 
Applications
 
must be completed and 
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BARBARA WANTN
  .. 1970 Winter Carnival
 
Queen  
New Winter Carnival Queen
 










 of a 
winner




Barbara  Wantin, this year's 
Winter Carnival 
Queen, 





















































































































 in seeing the events," 
Miss 




 is a 













 kind of 
atmosphere,"  
Miss  Wan -
tin stated. "I'd 
like 
to see everyone  
get 
involved















either on Seventh 
Street, when it's 
dry,
 





There are two ticket offers 
available.
 





and a lift pass to over 20 ski lifts 
with-




For $42 a 
student
 gets only lodging 
and meals. 
On the agenda
 for the carnival will 
be three free dances, a Casino Night 
and one free 








admits with an em -
harassed grin that she has never snow 
skied or ice skated in her life. She 
intends to 
learn, though. 
But as she 
said,
























Associated Press Writer 
January's draft call,





 art eligible young 
man 
wondering 




 in 1970. 
In meeting 
January's  lower -than. 
usual  call, the 
states







officials that they 
not  
go 
higher  than lottery No. 30 to supply 
the needed 
soldiers. 
Many stogped at 30; others did not 








by 12 with a resulting pro-
jection that
 all the numbers up to 
360  
will  be taken in 1970? 
Because 
the two main considerations
 
in determining whether
 a young man 
will
 be drafted. -the size of the quotas 
and the number of undeferred I -A 
men available to answer the call --are 
constantly changing. 
Interviews with Selective Service of-
ficials 
throughout
 the country indicate 





 third of the 366 lottery 
numbers can expect to be 
drafted.
 
It was the 
original  expectation of 
White House and federal Selective Ser-
vice 
officials
 that the 
highest third of 
the 366 would probably 







 I P.M. EXAMINATIONS 
1970 7:30-9:45 














 Classes I Group II Classes
 






 1 Group 






Classes Classes  
Sat, 













Group  1 Group II 
Group
































 I Group  II Group




















Group I Classes 
meet Daily, MWF, M, W, F, MTW, MWTh, MTWF, MW, 
MF, WF, MWThF. 
Group







Examinations for daily and 
four -day classes may, 


































avoid  a conflict in finals A 
student
 
must  not sign up for two classes in 
the same group a+ the 
same  hour. 
the middle third might 
go and the bot-
tom
 third would 










 monthly call would 
be 
if 225,000
 men are to be 
drafted  during 
the year. 
That was Defense 
Secretary 
Melvin  R. Laird's 
most
 
recent  estimate. 
The quota has been 
put  at 19,000 for 
February. 
But the draft pool also is normally
 
smaller in January than 
any other 
month. 
It climbs in February 
when 
some men lose deferments
 by graduat-
ing from 
college  or leaving after the 
first semester. The pool swells again in 
June, at the end of the school
 year. 
White House and Pentagon officials 
are sticking by their original estimate 
that men  
with  numbers in the top 
third, from 244 to 366, are
 not likely 
to be drafted. 
At the state level, South Dakota's 
Selective
 
Service  director, Maj. Gen. 
Laclair Melhouse, said 
in his opinion 
not even No. 366 is safe. 







this  time whether we will have to 
go into 
the high sequence numbers. It 
depends on too 
many
 things - - how 
many go into 















third  will be 




equity,  the 
1967 draft 
law  requires state 
and local 
quotas
 based on the

















 chosen on 
the  basis of 
oldest 
first, now be taken
 on the the 
basis of the order 
in which their 
birth-
days were 
chosen by lot. 







be a large 
difference between the 
"low-
est numbers" actually 
available  in 
some boards in a 
particular  month and 
the "lowest 









drawing there were indications 
some men might change their plate' 
concerning enlistment,
 National Guard 
or Reserve duty,
 ROTC training, or 
student or occupational 
deferment,
 be-
cause of their 
places
 in the lottery. It 
had
 unpredictable effects 
on
 local draft 
board 
pools. 
'Crisis  Center' 
Now Open 
Get a, ,y from
 it all. 




23, the College Union will 
remain open on a 24 -hour basis. Stu-
dents may enjoy mind-diverting games 
in the
 games area, lounge or 
sleep.
 





Intervention Center, sponsored by the 
Student -Faculty Liaison
 Committee of 
Academic Council. Purpose of the cen-
ter is to 
provide
 a congenial atmo-
sphere where students may come for 
academic help Isr 
relaxation.  Hopefully, 
the 
center will prevent many of the 
more serious 
manifestations  of finals 
tranma 
which may 











Sciences  Institute, will 
discuss "A Total Environmental
 Con-
cept" tomorrow at noon in the Umun-
hum Room of the College Union. 
Dr. Wang's presentation is the final 
installment
 of the Experimental Ct-
lege's







The need for  it




tutors will he 
hand 
I, give 
students  tips 
on study-




 will be serving
 as "rappers -in -
general,"  just people 
































































plained.  -I can name 
100 pollution 
prob-


























































into  the 
trauma 


















and st ill 
operate 




us no doubt 
iew 










,I I- of g ra y matter 
front  our cranium. 
4 Mg 
vacuous
 shells with which to 
yet another semester. 
11111 generally speaking. we 
success-
fully H.S. through them. 
There remains. howeser. an unfor-
tunate minority for ssltieli finals pose 
a horrifyingly real threat.
 Through 
quirks of psychological
 ntake-up (or 
I possibly 








minds quietly blow 
with alarming regu-
larity duritig the


















 nerd it. 
hut it also
 might 





By BOB BRACKETT 
I - Is 
"Silent
 Majority" has been  fed 
.1 Lit -Lc 
.111111k of humble pie by the 
I Ilion 
Board of Governors. 
Resorting to 
the  emotional petition ap-
proaelt to soh(' their 




aeronautic's, and industrial arts sill-
.1..10..xpended 
large  amounts of time and 
motimill lii attempt to ehange the ruling 
of















ill. battle. and lost the war! 
plit it bluntly, they were outmaneti-
ireir. 
NN bile the (113G "bowed to the de-
mand of the petitioners- and reversed its 
.arlier decision. an 
amendment was intro-
Incei I N% %Mild potentially give the 
Imard the pcmer to 
halt  any acthity sche-
.1illed
 





lence. If this :Intendment 
is



















 the CUBG 
has
 
Ille pcmer to take the above mentioned 
.1. 
lion 









4% bat it actually amounts to is 
that  
the 





gies for a 
cause they couldn't will. In effect, 
they 





If recruiting is carried 
on in the College 
I ition Ballro lllll . 
it will he on the recono 
'twinkle   of the Cl..;BG
 -- not on the 
v....ight  of a petition signed by 
one
-seventh 
of the student 
body.  
There 
is, however, a message  to be 
learned from this "episode." By being 
silent.
 the "Silent Majority" becomes un-
informed. Its
 numbers
 become incapable 




around  by the 










 the "Silent 
Majority"
 
may  have just learned what 
tIi.  
new 




















































arm  in a 
hornet's  
nest 















Union  in 
March.




 is no 
danger 




Spartan  Daily 
still feels the 
issue 
should  go before 
Associated  Student 





 no one knows 
what the 
students really want. 
* * * 
Recognizing
 that athletics
 and all 
that accompanies
 their existence 
are 
here to stay. the Daily
 feels SJS should 
move
 to vitalize the 
role
 of athletics 
for 
all campus interests. 
A 
step in the right direction would 
be for SJS 
students  to insist collectively 
that George Henderson,
 "Krazy 
George  to sports fans,  be installed as 
head rheerleader. 
Apparently. personal animosity or 
some highly questionable
 string -pulling 
convinced time Personnel 
Selection 
Committee that George was not the 
man for the job, even though he was 
the only applicant. Popularity -wise, his 
qualifications overshadow any and all. 
He is a fireball. an exhibitionist and 
a 
nut. In other 





















The Black EOP students wish to express 
appreciation








 funds of 
$190
 went to the Garden 
My
 
Women's Club in 













In response to the demagogic outcries by 
one Krazy George Henderson,
 candidate for 
head Yell 
Leader. I would he more than willing 






concerning  the 
selection 
of head 
Yell Leader. I'm 
sure other members of this 
special committee who hold equal positions 
of
 
responsibility as myself 
would  also be willing 
to talk with concerned
 students. They are 
Bill 
Nicolosi, 
Musk  Department, Virginia 
Ellis, As-
sistant
 to Associate Dean
 of Student 
Activi-
ties. Warren 
Benjamin,  Head Yell Leader,
 and 
Arlene 














 You're the "Man." 
Now 
you get the chance to do things the right way, 
or you
 can run
 things like every 
other  "Man" 
before you, and 
he
 no better, or just RR bad. 
The President says who gets appointed 
--
that's you. If 
someone
 does or does not get ap-
pointed it's on your back. 
When  they pick a 
Ilead Cheerleader, you get the credit for how 




 you can give it to somebody else 
(like a committee of all the 
Cheerleaders),  
any 
kind of game you want to play, but if you 
want to he a new kind of "Man,"
 a different 
one, you'll play it straight and
 give the Job to 
the 
guy  who ought




Council  Whip 
"Pollution  is 
made  by 
fools
 like me, 
But, 
only smog 
























 to swallow 
the
 problem. 
It is possible  
to completely
 
merge  one's 
being







the  body at 
the base 
of
 the spine 
and 
is radiated 








 and SCIld 





 to their 
present 





 at someone, 
one can usually






 One must 
pick




beneath  the 
cleats of tele-
vision and 
put  the 
meaning









 Each time 
we pass 
through





 as if we 
were  passing 
through  
another




the box, is 
watching  us. 
It can 
control us.
 When a 
person  has a 
thought, 
it enters 




retains  it 
momentarily  and 
then it 
is projected 
back  into space 
in a trajectory 
somewhat  
similar
 to a 










a I it 
s and thoughts with a 
meaningless 
mindless  collection 
of values 
and worn out
 ideals. The only 
thing  we 
know 
is
 that we don't know. 
The only 
thing 
that is certain is 
uncertainty. The 
only thing that is 
predictable is change. 
It is 
impossible  to progress, only to change 
form.
 You cannot make a rational
 world 
out of an irrational 
world.  The last genera-
tion of American
 dreamers are still 
fast 
asleep in 
their  armchairs and 
rise only 
occasionally
 to strike 
against  those rev-
olutionaries who (knit
 want any, part of 
society's
 sick disease of money,  war. con-
crete, 
money,  bureaucracy, double 
stand-
ards, 
money, and war. 
Dreams do come true. Dreams are 
merely reality its another dimention, but 
they are real. It is our second state of 
be-
ing as we live, 
once lived, or will live in 
some
 other point in the universe. The gen-
eration gap is just two different 
realities,  
and each one is 
as real as the other. Ideal-
ists among the drug takers of new genera-
tion see the whole world as 
relative,
 as 
a game people play. 
They don't want to 
play games with anyone, not even them-
seleves. The only way not to play games 
with themselves is to escape the human 
ego. Once they escape ego, instead of seeing 
how they relate to other things,  they see 
how other things relate to them. 
They 
perceive
 what it, but do not react to it. 




 they are 
forced to play the game called life. All 
reality is all in your mind.
 The millions 
who have tried 
marijuana and also LSD 
are the ones who find
 the American real-
ity so bad they 
have  to create their own. 
They 
must
 because they are completely 
helpless 






 the body to the natural flow 
of energy 
in the universe. This excess of 
energy inagnific,, the senses. The halluci-
nations are actually h u to a n 
perception  
magnified many time
 s. The drug eats 
through h  an ego 
and leaves the mind 
without the 
personality  fences that inhibit 
us from 
receiving what really is. The 
war 
goes
 on. The sky gets blacker.
 The con-
crete fungus grows. 
Vegetation disappears.
 
Anti no one is 
stopping it. No one is 
stop-
ping it! There
 is no good 
or
 bad, we 
just make 
these  two %aloes up 
in our 
niiuu,i according to how 
we
 rationalize real-
ity. But there is 




 is ruled by money.
 Dein°. 
cracy no 
longer works because 
we no longer 
have any









is two or 
more




 there is an 
unusually  free 
and strong 
flow of energy 
between them. 
It could
 he compared 










Even  the 
younger  
generation
 goes on 
believing 
things
 will get 




















ge  g 
worse. 















































has  God 
at the end
 of it. 



























































being.  I 
cannot  
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Aut. News Editor   DIANE  
McNUTT  
Ever since I started watching 
movies I've 
wondered if conditions down South could 
be as bad 
as the giant screen depicted. I 
watched in 
horror  as Southerns gt  d 
down Peter Fonda, Dennis
 Hopper and 
Robert Redford. burned Marlon Brand° to 
death, executed an innocent
 Brock Peters, 
and chased chained cons
 lets Tony Curtis 
and Sid tie y Poitier with shotguns 
and 
,icious dogs. 
When I was younger and movies were 
my sole 
access
 to "information." I 
became
 
convinced that the South was a bad place 
to live, especially for the Black man. 
As
 
I grew up and realized that motion pie.  
hires 1Hollywood type) were for the most 
part fiction, and in most instances dis-
torted or exaggerated, I still came to 
learn  
that the South 
is not the place to be dif-
ferent or Black. 
I watched in horror as the state police 




 march. as Gov. Wallace stood in 
the doorway of the Unisersity of Alabama 
to prevent Blacks from enrolling, as Presi-
dent Kennedy sent in 
federal  troops to in-
sure that
 James Meredith became the first 
Black 
student
 at the University of Missi-
ssippi. 
The movies have created a 
stereotype
 of 
the Southerner and the Southern
 men-
tality. Any 
rational  person would, of 
course, reject the cliches and superficial 
treatment
 of social ills that 
most motion 
pictures normally 
emphasize, and thus, 
would assume 
that  the picture on the 
giant 
screen did not
 mirror the reality 
of life. 
But 




in Selma and Binn-
ingham  were 
fatter









the  Southern 
racist 
was compounded
 by the Ku 
Klux  
Klan men who 
joked in a courtroom
 dur-
ing 
their  trial for the 
murder of a young 
mother who 
was  a civil rights 
worker.
 
Let's be honest. When things are that 
had, nobody  including Hollywood pro-
ducers  can
 exaggerate. Southern racism, 
in contrast to 
racism in other parts of the 
country,  is an overt and accepted 
pattern
 
of life. Some Blacks would 
rather  live in 
the South because there 
they at least know 
where they 
stand. 
I've made two trips down South and 
talked to my brother-in-law and his rela-
tives from Oklahoma. From these experi-
ences, I learned the true meaning of the 
phrase "Southern mentality." Southern 
racism isn't all 
white -sheeted Ku Klux 
Klansmen  and burning crosses. It is also 




Racism down South is so accepted, it 
isn't really racism to them. Doesn't every-
one know that "niggers"  are 
shiftless, lazy 
no-a -counts, who needs white




 ever tried to explain 
to 
a Southerner that all men are 
equal if 
given the same 
opportunity,  and that 
Blacks 
are  not inferior  forget 
it.
 They 













"wrong" ideas. One 
man from the South 
quite seriously told me "They don't make 
trouble









King Jr. knew 
it all the 
time and paid for 
it. James Meredith tried
 
to 
combat  it with his 
march  against fear 
and ended
 up with shotgun 
pellets
 in the 
back. 
I hate 
to appear the cynic, but the 
solu-
tion to racism 
in the South doesn't 
seem
 
to he in the cards
 of the immediate future. 
The prime example









 of weeks ago.
 
The
 government has ordered Southern
 
schools to desegregate 
 105 years after 
the end of the Civil War. The 
reaction?  
Sheldon of the
 Ku Klux Klan screams
 
that the purity of the White 
race
 is in 
danger and 
Gov. John Bell Williams is 
quoted as saying that which 
they have 




about to c   
to the South. 
White teachers threaten
 to quit rather 
than teach Black 
children,
 and the state 
will establish private 










Open  Feb. 10 
for 
construction of 






ing plant here. 
The




 of the campus 
on San Carlos St. between Ninth 
and Tenth streets. It 
will
 replace 











for a new 





a central heating and 
cooling  plant is particularly 
suited to this compact campus 
and 
will  result in ultntiate sav-





















are Bill Vane, 
senior  photo 
journalism major,















 and current 
editor 
of
 the Spartan Daily, won 
the job of treasurer by correctly 
identifying a one









 or marriage 
announcement%


















 of Kappa 
Alpha  Theta sorority 
from San 
Mateo, to Bill 
Klein,  senior soci-
ology 
major from 
Pasadena.  No 







 member of Kappa 
Kappa  Gamma sorority from 
San 
Lorenzo, to Terry 
Potts, SJS 
graduate in 
marketing  and mem-
ber of Delta 
Sigma  Phi fraternity 
presently 
employed  by Shell 
Oil  
Co from
 Concord. The 
wedding  










will  provide heat-









Union and central library build 







planned  to accommodate 
the installation
 of future addi-
tional equipment and expansion 
of its 
operation  to meet ultimate 
growth. 
The 
building's  design 
aestheti-
cally relates it to the new campus 
architecture. The 
exterior will 
feature concrete columns and re-
inforced brick masonry panels. 
Incorporated in the project is 
a new electrical sub -station 
with 
equipment 
to be furnished by 
Pacific  Gas and Electric Com-















TAKES OVER COMMAND  Cadet -Colonel 
Michael C. Baum, canter, receives new shoulder  
insignia from Major 
Gerald  Cory, professor of 
aerospace  studies, and Cadet
-Colonel  William 
E. Pellerin, outgoing squadron commander, as 




ron. Baum, a 
senior psychology major, will retain 
command for the spring semester. He was 
for-











 G. CONLEY 
Primary
 purpose of the 
Air  
Force Reserve Officer Training 
Corps (AFROTCm,
 according to 
Captain John Romero, assistant
 
professor of aerospace studies, is 
to commission career -oriented of-
ficers through academic programs 
in the colleges and universities 
across the nation. 






duty who will 
demonstrate  dedi-
cation

















 of the nation. 
for the U.S. 
will







 to lead this 
force
 
can only be met by ROTC. The 







academs is restricted to 
the  slum-
ber it can handle. 
One advantage he feels
 ROTC 
cadets have over academy men 
is
 the opportunity to receive mili-
tary training 





 the same 
as Capt. 
Romero,  however, for 
there are 
many  who 
would like 





















he said, "that 
abolishing  ROTC 
will end 
the war in Vietnam." 
He
 
added that to these people
 anyone 
in a uniform

















dropped  from 
SJS, for
 he believes 
there  are 
enough people on campus 
who 
realize that the nation does need 
good, qualified leaders, and ROTC 
produces  them. 
The local Air Force ROTC unit 
is 
small  compared to that of the 
Army ROTC, but this, he ex-
plained, is due to the fact that the 
department is upper division, 
open only to juniors, seniors and 
graduate students. "Because the 
emphasis is on individual 
de-
velopment," he added, "we main-




 the thorough screening 
process
 
used to select the cadets, 
Capt. 
Romero  said that they  
belong to the top one-third of 
the campus population. "I am 
really impressed with the cadets," 
he said, "they put in so much time 
to the program and various com-
munity services, yet are still able 




makes  his teach-
ing 















"From today forward, man 
must actively strive to live in 
harmony with 
his environment or 
face the real possibility of extinc-
tion of his species on 
this earth." 
These words are being heard in-
creasingly 
across  America every 
day. 


































 control and 




 of our 
"space
 ship earth," 






find  ample tragic 
evidence of this 
deep crisis in 
the 
human  








population is either undernour-










the  Department of
 Bot-
any, 


































 of the 




















 "land of the free." 
Dr. Paul R. Ehrlich, Professor 
of Biology, Stanford 
University,  




right  to eat well. 
2. The right to drink pure 
wa-
ter. 
3. The right to breathe clean 
4. The
 right to enjoy natural 
beat ay. 








7. The right to freedom from 
therrnonucleaur war. 
8. The right to have grand-
children grow up in a clean 
world - not one over run with 
garbage and houses built on fill. 
EXTINCT IN 30 
YEARs 
Dr. Ehrlich 
states that today's 
youth face a grave problem. 
He
 
predicts an end to 
life  within 30 
years







 New York City's
 atmosphere 
concluded
 that a New
 
Yorker  on 
the street,
 took into 
his 
lungs 





We In North America are the 
lucky holders of one
-quarter  of 
the world's






Royal  Bank  of 
Canada 
Monthly letter said,
 "Be- , 
pause





















Waitress  Disc 

























































































total  roadside litter. The 
rest was tabulated
 at 16 per 
cent calls,
 6 per cent 
plastic,  6 
per 
cent
 glassware, 13 
per  cent 
miscellaneous, 
including tires, 




Dr.  Barry Commoner,









he has the 
power to 
intervene  in the 
nat-
ural 
world,  we have the 
nerve to 
assume
 we can 
manage
 the earth 
better than 
Mother  Nature." 
He added 
that, "Clearly we 













 air pollution,  pol-






























enough  to make
 large 
scale 




















state  that 














































































He also stated 
that,  
"Man

















































































 SAN JOSE 
1iCTEITIA1'
 
Now that the country 
has  a 
new draft law, Capt. Romero was 
asked  if he believes this will af-
fect enrollment in the
 ROTC pro-
gram. He responded with a sim-
ple "no." He said there will al-
ways be the dedicated man and 
those who love to fly. 
EXCITING LIFE 
The 
majority  of cadets, he said, 
find Air Force life challenging 
and exciting, which is a great 
motivation to make
 the service 
a  career. It is 
not necessary to 
commit oneself to a career 
upon 
entering the program, he 
pointed  
out, but the cadet is motivated in 
this direction. 
He conceded there are a few 
who just want to get their service 
obligation over the easiest
 way 
possible,




Because Capt. Romero is a 
product of Officer Training 







it was second rate to CYTS. 
After 
teaching at San Jose State for 
one 
year,  however,  he has become
 
firmly convinced






program allows the student to do 
the majority of 
the teaching 
(through 
lectures  and guided dis-
cussions  it insures that he is 
able to express himself 
in a 
postiive manner and will become 
a confident leader." 
Final
 Broadcast 
Mrednesday  night, Jan. 7, 1970 
KSJS







The special is 90 minutes
 and is 
scheduled to be 
broadcast
 at 8:30 
p.m. 
It






1970  cl' 














ments front President Burns, Dr. 
Bruce
 Ogilvie, and Dave Ander-
son 




news events of 1969 will be pre-
sented in a 
three part in-depth 
wrap-up on KSJS






 of the 
award 
winning  Radio -Television News
 
Center. RTNC, will be 
broadcast  
Monday,
 Tuesday, and Wednes-
day form 






 It - 
1969,"


































 was flying 
to 
Massachusetts to eat 
it. 
Nixon.  his wife Pat and 
their 
daughter














Julie is a Smith senior 
and  her 
husband is a senior








Nixon decided to go 
to Northampton 
instead of having 
his birthday dinner
 at the White 
House 




and Julie is 
facing  her 
final -year 
examinations. 
Israelis Will Show 
Communal  Life 
Israeli Students Organization 
will 
show a movie on Israeli com-
munal life Monday 
at 12:30 p.m. 







in Israel, is the only success-
ful voluntary 
communal in the 
world, according to a club spokes-
man. 
- -   
RENT A 
TV 





















 charter flight schedula 
NAME _ 
STREET  _ 
CITY & ZIP 
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS 
OAKLAND TO LONDON 
$135 
ONE WAY 
OAKLAND  TO 
LONDON/AMSTERDAM  
effect they 











beats  they 
have covered in 
1969.  Student 






 will be 





















































 contest: 346.9425 
E.S.E.P. 801 
Woothige,



















1117 VIRGO  
Get 
your  own big 11" 
























































































































































 ik DRINK FOR 3c 
WITH 












































































































prefi.sor  1i-  
St.ii..1
 












t''lay at 5 
!!!iam
















































Corner of San 
Fernando
 and Third St. 
286-6637 
We 
have  a 
complete
 line of paperbacks,
 
critical guides and study aides 
SJS 








On Jan. 17, 
many  concerned 
con.semationists
 and just plain 
"waxt lxiple" will 
spend  most of 
their day cleaning up a proposed 
Santa  Clara County Park. Santa 
Clara County has 
purchased  
land 
at the end of Stevens Creek 





the  land into a park. At the 
present time, however, the land 
is littered 
with




 The area is 
a known hang-out for car thiefs 
who drive cars there to 
"strip" 
them and leave the remains to 
rust.  
Many local high school stu-





 has undertaken the 
project  of cleaning this area with 




 The County 
is
 
promised  to maintain the 
land once it is 
cleaned -up so 
the pin* 
will  remair as a real 
ontribution
 to the 
community.  
Any one who wishes to help 
in this worthwhile project should 











13e sure to wear old 
-li ithes and bring gloves.
 The land 
is rugged and the work will not 
be easy but it will be worth-
while!  
More informatian 
may  be ob-




































FERTADO  Sines' 
Han has been in 
A , 
"When
 I saw 












My Lai massacre 
that  were a 
military
 base, has been 
hit 
in Life 
magazine,  I thought 
that
 twice by rockets.
 "A neighbor was 
I was crying at first, 







 tears. You must tea-









Han,  SJS 
junior
 industri- 
"I was to young to 

















in a recent 
campus  








 from Saigon on 




who began his Hue to 
Da
 Nang. "I 
still 
remem-
American  studies 
in March 1968, 
explained
 how his 
people have 
adjusted 




"We have a song 
in Vietnam 
which could 
briefly explain the 
history
 of our country,"
 said Han. 
"It says. '1000
 years under the 
China 
yoke,  100 years under 
the
 
French yoke and 20 
years  of civil 
war 
every  day of our life.' " 
The 












"We have to 
get used 
to the war and we 
learn  
to 
live with it." 
MY LAI MYSTERY 
Relating 
a story about one of 
his 
classmates in high 




stood up In class 
and asked the teacher, 
"Sir, 
what's the 
use of studying? One 
shot and you're dead." 
Han 
spoke freely
 about the My 
I.ai atrocity. "A few of the Viet-
namese in South Vietnam know 
about My Lai 





"This is not the first massacre 
of this type in Vietnam," he said. 
Han explained 
that
 he had heard 
of several such incidents when he 
lived in Saigon. "When the 
French 
were in my 
country
 they 





the Saigon government had de-
nied the incident, Han replied. 
"This  is probably a natural reac-
tion because
 they are afraid an 
incident such as this 
would  cause 
trouble between 
South Vietnam 





 his age, 
Han has lived 




their  home 
all his 
















If you wait too long








































Open  tonight until 9:00 
VO TA HAN 
lier
 the tailor, of people being 





ing out the window." 'The train 
had 














 OW Americans came 
%...e fought the war without hell-
coliters  or heavy 
artillery."  he 
said, 
"If the Americans withdraw
 
'Sc


















I ..1 .rnia 
Charles  iliteh sdid 
Friday Cali-
fornia doctors
 ilre dying and 
re-
tiring faster









And, he said in 
a speech pre-


























tier  ciao ..! iIs 
physi-













 tit wt. rs to 
campaign 
far passage of 























 Hitch said, 
"and
 the new 
medical  schools
 are completed, 
the university will be 
able to 
graduate
 617 physicians each 
year . . 
. almost 
enough  to take 
the place 
of
 those who 
leave  the 












Diego  campuses ----are
 currently in 
the works 






 UC medical schools 
at San 




he said, the 
California  
College








 Angeles to 
Trvi 
rim'. 
If there had 





 have been 
over long 
ago, 














 can take on 
the 
responsibilty."  
Most of the 


















nationalism is very 
strong and 
they 
will  do anything

















grenades  and throw
 
them
 at tanks and 
even kill  them-
selves  by running 
with 
dynamite 
into a bunker 'They 
will  die for 
something 
they
 believe in!" 










also for the bene-
fit of his country. -The job of 
improving
 the country is 
up
 to 
the young pepole. That's why I'm 
here, to get 
the knowledge and 
use  
it.  
"No matter what type of gov-
ernment we have in South Viet-
nam at least we do have freed-
om," he said. "We must accept 
the situation and ity to improve 
it. 
We
 cannot live under Commu-






on a government scholarship, Han 
came here with 60 
other Viet-
namese 
students.  They 
were 
di-
vided into groups of 12 and 
were
 
sent to five schools 
in the Cali-
fornia State College system. 
Besides the SJS 
group,
 other 
Vietnamese students are attend-
ing school at Fresno, Long Beach, 




colleges. When they complete 
their studies they will return 
to 
Vietnam and work for their gov-
ernment. They must work three 
years for each 




Since Vietnam is at war, it is 
not the type 
of environment 
where you can study easily. 
"While I studied 
at
 home in 
Saigon, sometimes I could hear 
the machine gun fire 
in the dis-
tance
 through the window, Han 
commented.
 
While Han slept, F352s would 
drop bombs near 
his home and It 
would awaken 
him,  "Windows 
would 
be broken and the plaster 
from
 the ceilng would fall," he 
said. 
Explaining
 about the Vietnam-
ese draft
 system, Han noted 
that 
in Vietnam you 
are eligible for 
the 
draft
 between the ages
 of 18 
and 
45. "Those who 
are  not draft-
ed are given guns
 and bullets and 
have to guard
 the streets." 
Even the high school 
students 
must help guard 
the streets, some 
were 
killed,
 and the 
university 
students  have 


































































Daily Sports Editor 
The SJS varsity riasket ha II 
team 
will





about  what 
hap-



























sity of California (Santa Bar-
bara 1 64-57 in a game
 that was 
s 
exciting







Friday night's contest saw the 
Spartan, 
jump








cted  for 60 see -














 goal in 
:ninnies  to end the 
. . points. 
Cr by 
liii,





Mort  i 
Mortara  added 
10 





Diablos'  sophomore guard
 
Rodney Murray hit on 11 of 15 








But that wasn't  








added 27 and sophomore guard 
Mose A, sepri ralth it
 io more 
b, 
total 77 of their WI points.
 











 and Dons 
Center- Jan Adamson
 hit a driv-
ing lasvup
 and followed
 with a 
free throw
 to break a 75-75
 tie 






over  the 


























 57-53 at 





















against  the 
Bearcubs and 







































































-s  Inlay 






  I twit of the 
1  r 
.i.,1 
,1 the latter 
I 
of :even be-
t,  o ralla,  
at halftime 
after a I illy that exemplified 
Ben t'a,es 
'ii'
 Dr. Kildare at their 
best. 
Firtitor small college All -
Am,....
 
Harnstren of the 
NIed.o  little operat-
ing it
 the courts 
as 
he




















r it ii, 



























 Ghidinelli and 
Adamson ei 
cut the























 by the 
U.S. SOMPT
 
Coaches  Association. 





















 Mani will have
 a 
chance
 to make a 
bit  of history 
next season if he 















ehored the st SJS defense 
throughout the s-ason
 in addition 
to handling free
 kicks and pen-
alty shots. Coach 
June
 Menendez 





 ever to perform for 
thi,
 
S part ans. 
Hernandez 
scored 26 goals for 








Cruz this past year, he 




seven goals and 

















 along with three 
other  SJS hooters.
 
Ghiclinelli










52-50  and from that 
point  until the final 
buzzer 
Faith 
teams took turns 




 Chris Smith hit 
a  15 -foot jumper 
with 3:59 re-
maining to give Cal the 
lead Isa 
the 

















 followed his 
act
 
two minutes later to 
ice the win. 
The Spartans will take tins. 
out
 for finals





1,...,,s1;  .1,10. 2;  
the 
s Jy id. San
 

























 ith St William 
 10t11










team took any 
noticeable  advan-
tage. 







guard C. J. Howard. junior re-
serve forward Buzz Nyquist and 

















 and had dis-
eiplinar.
  1, !nitwit 
coach I a., 
.
   












-    .tri-
out star fore 
`515111111=11111111111115191r
 








 had a 
recurrence  
of a 
back injury that sidelined him Isar 
all of last 
year while Emery 
Artent  the 
weekend  serving Uncle 












at halftime, but that 
lasted
 
for the first two








off to a 
quick 
33-30  lead, 
Between
 'sailing on me court. 
getting their 
feet






some  just 
it..is-n























 splurge that savv 
then,
 







eight -point  lead, 
57-49. 
Masen finished










 11,1 -,Ii,. 
again by Dietri.k with lts and 
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 0 Stereo Receiver 
In A 
Complete  





























 2I.:1 Or 
77












90 WATT NOCTURNE 
330  AM/FM 
STEREO  
SOLID STATE RECEIVER. 
The first AMTM stereo
 receiver which 
Mr*, sev+vof and ultra wideband sound for less than 
you would believe possible The Nocturne Three 
Thirty 
faithfully  reproduces 
lrequencies  well beyond the usually accepted limas of 
human 
hearing to give 
entre  
real-
ism to the sound you can hear friars why Nocturne Three Thirty's sound ig clearer more transparent, more sharply 
defined  
You can 




 .    LIST PRICE
 5231.111 





CHANGER.  For 
the first time
 in a unit
 of this 






 single lever cueing, low mass, tubular 
aluminum  tirearm with toed isolated counterweight.
 Slide in car-
tridge
 up
 assures positive 
cartridge
 alignment Easy to adlust stylus pressure coiltroi 
and  visible scale Swing -
away overarm 
moves 
to the rear, out of the way
 for 
manual
 play Two interchangeable  
spindles  Super sensitive trip. 
°mote




 mat   






















TEMPO MIT SPEAKERS. 
Complete speaker systems in oiled walnut cabinets 






































































































































































































































































































promises  to show 
the 
rare










































39 F. SPCA n,111(  
ST. (at 2nd)  0 WI JOSE 




















 our beaches, 
de-
stroying
 sea life and 
%Valet WW1. 
"IT is the 
most callous kind 
of 
partisan politics for our legisla-
tive 
representative






 the need 
is 
so tragically clear.











a lot of election
-year 
verbiage''' 
Donovan  also noted that Gover-
nor 




 far short 
of 
calling  on the 
Nixon admini-
stration to ban hazardous
 drilling 
activities. 





 but wound up only with
 
a 
hope  that the offshore 
drilling
 
could he made acceptable," Don-
ovan  said. 
"The only acceptable solution
 
is to end the 
drilling.  We must 
get Governor Reagan's Repub-
lican friend Interior Secretary 
IIickel to terminate the federal 
leases before our coastal scenic 






























stripped  of 
their 




























our  attention. 
During  the 
Sixties,  man 
has  
been bothered






garbage  removal,  
birth 
control
--all  of which 





DAMAGE TO MAN 
The 
use of deadly pesticides, 
while controlling the onslaught 
of insects, has done much damage 
to other
 wildlife, including man 
himself. It was not until this 
year that 
DDT,
 one of the most 
commonly used pesticides, has 
been outlawed in  the state
 of 
California and has been found to 
be detrimental to 
both insects 
and 
the wildlife. Fish in the 




 :ill affected by DDT when 
Heart  Research 
Grant  
Offered  to 35 
Students 
Thirty -live college students
 in 
California  will enjoy
 a rare op-
portunity this 
summer to work in 
heart 
research side -by -side with 
cvell - 
known  medical 
scientists.  






Program of the 
Califor-
nia 
Heart  Association 
must  act 
now
 to make 
applications






Clara  County 
Heart  
Association  
1984  The 
Alameda,  
San Jose, California, telephone 
248-1517. To be 
eligible, appli-
cants 
must  file the 
forms  by 













announcing  the 
PITO program,


























































will be made 
on the 
basis  of 
several 




























































































Overpopulation, of ten 
com-
plained about,
 but never 
substan-
tially reduced, is constantly 
bothering 
ecologists  in this coun-






whereby they are 
almost  
ready to burst.








 rid of. The 
smog
 in the 
air
 is reaching 
incredible 
limits  




the 614, cit 
FoOd
 





must  be 














 At the 
rate of 270,000 births daily, our 





 each other 
out. How long do people 
think our 
natural resources 
will  last? How 
lank
 
will our present food 
grow-
ing conditions 
last? How many 
more days 
of




Atomic radiation is a rather 
new 
problem facing mankind. 














"The main element in psycho-
analysis  is encounter. Too many 
therapists, because of 
natural
 sci-
entific training, overlook the hu-
man 
dimension










author of "A 
Psychiatric  Study 
of Fairytales"
 and other 
numer-
ous articles,











 ia I 
psychotherapy  
Thursday 
night,  He spoke 
as the 
last in 
















"The  field is 
still  in the 
process of 
development,"
 said Dr. 
Heuscher.






































 and an artist.
 "One will 




 another the 
beauty 
or




























College  course next se-
mester may fill out the 
proper  
forms in the 
ExC  office in the As-
sociated Students' 










been scheduled, according 
to ExC 




 man's structuring 
his 
own
 world. "Each human being 
has his own world 
design.  This 
constitutes
 
his identity," said 
Heuscher. 
Another inuortant factor 
of 
the 
existential view in psycho-
therapy is 
what is known as "in-
ter -subjectivity" or the 
explora-
tion of what it is to have a Lody. 
"A 
patient
 must experience his 




 own limp body, the more 
he will be able
 to have meaning-













municate with others through en-
counter. 





 This wider 
world  should
 enable the patient 
to 
have an insight to his 
prob-
lems thus enabling him to solve 
them. 
Dr. Huescher, 
who  received his 
M.D. from the University of Swit-
zerland,
 ended his lecture 
em-







Senator Alfred E. Alquist iD-
San
 Jose, has introduced 
legis-
latim that 
would  establish a $3,-
000,000 State College Enrollment
 
Emergency Fund to be used 
to 
provide  













 enrollment crisis 








 under the master 
plan 
for  higher education," Al-
quist said. 
Under
 terms of the Alquist
 pro-




staff  and facilities 
when  enroll-
ment at 













 to it nanimum.
 The 
lens is 
not in the quantity of the 
fallout but rather 






centrated in food chains. Fallout 
can be picked 




cows,  and when
 
man drinks
















has led him to 
exploit 













 and the 
de-




stripped  of 
their animal and 
plant life. For-




have taken the 
initiative  toward 





waterways  have been 
greatly 
polluted and still 
remain  quite a 
mess. One look
 at the Sacramento 
River proves this point. How 
can people exchange fresh, beau-
tiful rivers with 
polluted sudsy 
water  with the 
smell of dead 
fish7 People have 
begun to realize 
that much 
is
 needed to 
be im-
proved if we all wish to enjoy 
our lives. The






than I have, has been disrupted.  
Many of our problems started 
during 
the early 
1900s but we 
now have realized that 




During  the beginning of the 
decade the San Francisco Bay 
was much filthier
 than it is now. 
The water 
quality is actually 
improving, but it will 
be some 
years before the 
water is pure. 
Industrial
 sewage and city 
sew-
age treatment plants must he 
produced and inspected. We have 
a great start in cleaning up our 
environment, but we must con-
tinue the fight. 
The automobile 
companies  are 
doing their share in the clean air 
campaign. Only some 
10 per cent 
of the cars on the road have the 
present advanced smog' 
control  
systems;
 so until the older ears 
retire from service,
 we won't 
notice much of a difference. 
We are entering 
into the 1970. 
better off than we did when we 
entered into the 1960.,  the ma-
jority of the people are now 
aware of the fart thatour ecologi-







 Department has 
announced that 
Conservation  50, 
Biological Conservation, is now 
acceptable for general education 





to 9:45  p.m. during the spring 
semester. Further
 information is 

















tonight  until 
9:00 






















 the turning 
away 
from the old order 
usually con-
fuses























Roszak  sees it 
as







in the world. 
Roszak 




young becoming a domi-
nant culture 
based  not on reason 
but on the "non
-intellective
 ca-
pacities  of the personality." 
The author discusses
 and com-
pares such figures of the counter-
culture as Norman Brown, Her-
bert 
Marcuse,  Timothy Leary,
 
Allen Ginsberg,
 Alan Watts, and 
Paul 
Goodman. This is an educa-
tion 
in itself as he points
 out how 
each has figured in 
callings into 
question the "scientific world 
view" and thereby 
knocking
 out 





 that these men led 











men  reflected what was al-
ready happening in the counter-
culture  















what  was already
 in ex-
istence.




ture grew out of each 
phase, each 
man faded with it. Each could 
only stay on top as long as 
he 
accurately reflected what was 
happening within 
the culture it-
self. This hardly puts these men 
in leadership positions. 
The  
counter -culture has no leaders. 
ANALYSIS SOUND 
But Roszak's
 analysis of the 
counter -culture is amazingly 
sound. He is the first to bring 
together in a 
cohesive 
and  under-
standable form what is (x.curing 
in much of the new generations 
and also just where the intellec-
tual 
failings  lie within this 
new  
culture. 
Turning his attention to the 










ing for a subjective approach 
to 
reality. Any society that does not 
allow for the visionary is respon-
sible for limiting the horizons of 
man, he claims. 
Roszak 
is
 a member of the his-
tory department 
of
 the California 
State College at Hayward and 












































gether  (n a k ed, 
that is.) Elia 
Kazan's latest 














 a movie 
when you 
come right 
down  to it, 
but 
they sure du try 
and make 
up for it 
with  a lot of skin and 
bare bottoms  
both male and 
female. 
But aside from the overdose 
of nudity, "The Arrangement"
 
just doesn't seem to make it. The 
story concerns Eddie Anderson 
(formerly Evans Arness, form-
erly Evangelos Antonapoulos or 
some such long Greek 
name)  
and his overwhelming sense of 
failure
 at age
 44. The movie
 be-
gins with a bang 
as Anderson's 
sports  car takes an 
intentional  
dive under
 a huge truck, landing 
him in 
the  hospital 
and  a 
ner-
vous breakdown. From this point 
on Anderson embarks on a 
trail  




affair  with the
 
"office  slut." 
UNDERSTANDING  WIFE 
And 
just for good measure 
there's  








Florence  is 
in 
love with Eddie 
or 
his $80




 man. At 
one point, 


































quite  lets 
it 

























































































 movie is Deborah 
Kerr. 
Perhaps
 due to 
an antiqu-
ated "King and I" 
concept of 
Miss  Kerr, I found 
is most,  dif-
ficult to 
envision  her in as sordid 
a 
role as this one. She's too ele-
gant or English or something, 
but is seemed 
that  she 
should  
instead be sitting in 
someone's  
drafty parlor sipping tea. She 
never
 seemed to step out of 
herself into the role of Florence. 
INTERESTING 
It's too bad the plot 
was  so 
difficult to follow, I had read the 
book so I could piece together 
what 
was  happening, 
but there 
are 
just too many 
things left 
unexplained, and therefore it 
puts  
a strain




 was interesting 






was lost in 
the shuffle 
Maybe 






























































Bishop  through 
Feb. 1. 
The gallery is open to 
the pub-







jewelry making  class at Montalvo 
last summer, has shown her cut 
glass sculpture and jewelry in 
New York, Los 
Angeles,  San 




made a newsreel covering an 
exhibtion of her 
works in 1965 
She has been 
honored
 








 a native 
San Javan, 
exhibits  in the 
Bay  
Area. 














































134 E. San 





























a paper on -Metaphy sies In 
Truth- at 7, pin in the ('alai eras 
Room,
 














mit I.  to Legalize Abortion, P.O. 
7.272. San Jose, 95150
 for pe-







Eleetion  of  it fivers. 
The Housing  e  Mee+ Stu-
dent 
Opinion
 Slibef  
Mee, 3:30. 
Diablo Room, College Union. All 
interested students are invited to 










Kappa," Phi Kappa Phi, is of-
fering its annual graduate -study 
fellowship.  Phi 
Kappa
 
Phi is a 
natonal honor
 society eomparable 
to Phi 






























she!.  - 






























 2 air 
4950... NOW




for  59.50 
69.50
 ...NOW
 2 for 
69.51 



















 FOR THE 







S. 4th St. 
Open
 Mon & 
Thurs.  
Til 9:00 p.m. 
,hIPS ape tor one 
year of graduate work. The 
amount of money
 to be awarded 
is determinist and administered
 
by 
the fellowship  committee.
 
In order







must have rereived a 
baccalaure-
ate 
degree  during the 12 months 
preceding the initiation
 of the 
graduate study. The 
hdowship














 a fellowship 
iif $2.1300 
in 1962. In 































































































































LOS ANGELES (API 
- Pre-
liminary
 hearings for 
18 Black 
Panther party members arrested 
in police raids last month were
 
postponed Friday after two of the 
defendants were reported ill. 
Attorney Leo Branton Jr. told 
Municipal
 Court Judge James
 H. 
Brown that defendants Robert 
Bryan  and Craig Williams were 
both hospitalized with illnesses. 
Branton added that his clients 
reported 
the city jail "rampant 
Wjth rats" 
and thought it 
would 
be a "miracle" if 
(hi ,se
 jailed 





Invited to make a 
personal in-








The hearings were 
postponed 
until Tuesday after Brown
 denied 
a motion by 
another defense at-




 warrant used 
by 
police 
in the raids, one of 
which  
resulted in a 
four-hour  gun bat-
tle at 
the  Panthers' Central Ave-
nue headquarters. 
The defendants are 
charged 
with a variety of offenses, in-





WASHINGTON  (Al', US. 
employment rase two million in 
1969 
hut climbing prices wiped 







despite President Nixon's year-
long battle against inflation, the 
government
 said Friday. 
Most of the job 
gain was in the 
first half of the year, before 
government
 policies  began
 
slow-




of the Bureau of Labor Statistic's 










mand," he said in a year-end 
































 Hutchison will ad-
vise  military 
personnel 
only
 in the 
future.  He 
said he will
 continue 
to counsel several 
students who 
have already




























































































































 fee & 
monthly  dues. 

























































low  as 
$86  per  
,ear for




























































































 336 N. 
5th  St. S.J.. 
































































































WANJED  141 




ole program full time, part time, steady 
work, 4 good men wanted immediately. 
Age 
18
 to 29. $2 por 
hr. guarantied
 








day. Mr. Looney 292-6811. 





& Soft Drink Vending Route. 
30% commission. Tropical Ice Cream 
Co. 358 N. Montgomery. 9-11 cm. 
297.4228.  







housekeeping.  296-3533.  
PART TIME 13 Temporary babysitters & 
housekeepers needed.
 Heatheree Agent -
es 
296-3533.  
GIRL STUDENT for 
sitter,  light hap. 
East 
Foothills. 2:00 to 5:00 p.m. Week-
days.
 Need 
car.  $22.00 per
 week. Mr. 
Hamilton  
251-0987 
after  6 p.m. 
HOUSING  151 
COLLEGE COUPLES WELCOME, - 2 
- 








FEMALE ROOMMATE wonted: to share
 
2 bdrm. apt. with 2 others. Own bdrm. 
Furnished,
 
780  S. 11th St. *19. Call 
after 5 p.m. 
SPACE IN THE COLLEGE residence halls 
will be available for the spring semester. 
Applications may 
be
 picked up in the 
Ho.ising Office. 319  S. 5th
 St. #6.  
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed - to 
share 1 bdrm. apt. $50/mo. 357 E. San 
Fernando #1, Call Kathy, 286-5673,  
644 S. 1 Ith STREET 
needs  1 female 
roommate. 






ROOMMATE. 21 or over to 
share 3 bdrm,  cabin in Felton $69/mo. 
Call 335.7528 or 
287-8575 after 6.  
I FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 
modern, 2 
bdrm,
 Townhouse apt. with 2 
others. 
446 S. 11th 
#2.  286-4104. 
I FEMALE ROOMMATE to share nice 2 
bdrm. 2 bath apt. with 3 others. $50/mo. 




roommate.  $60/mo. 
Clean apt. 395 S. 4th Apt, I. 297-8042. 
Free & Open atmosphere. 
TWO GIRLS wanted to rent one bdrm.. 
of large house with studio space with 
three male art students. Call 292.5212. 
'66 
PONTIAC
 GTO 389 
nag.,














 RENAULT runs well,
 excellent gas 
. new 





CHEVY  A 
4 Recent valve 
, v 







YAMAHA  250, 2 cylinder, 30 h.p. 
















 Field Jackets, Combat 
toots, Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats. & 
Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:    
Furs, Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
 









 PIERCING - FAST - PAIN-
LESS with purchase of Gold Earrings. 
(from $7.501  Call for appointment. 
297-
5522.
 Evelyn's, 40 S. 1st St. Downtown.
 
- - 







3034 5, 2, - 
WOODIATHE 
-1 4 -.ng $29.95 a 











I h.p. motor 
complete
 for $60 new.

























































































































to campus 47.50. Upper division non-
smoker. Jay or Jim 
at
 287-0985. 
2 FEMALE roommates needed to share 
opt. with 2 others ;waned.. 148
 E. WO. 
liam 
St.  *18 $57.50/rno. Call 286.4538,  
DORM CONTRACT ,available, room & 
board. Call Jill 
at 293-9908. Leave Mes-
sage,  
GREAT LOCATION. Room & kitchen 
priv., color
 TV, laundry facilities.
 
$50/ 
fro. 365 E. San Fernando. DJ. 293-9633. 










ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 








 Call Ruth, 292.1298. 











INDUSTRIAL Design Junior, age 
26.  
Navy veteran,  








ONLY.  large rooms,
 good food 
game tables and 
TV. Room and board 








FEMALE roommate needed to share
 
quite specious. 2 bdrm.
 2 bath apt. with 
3 others. 







with color TV,  heated pool,  study rooms 
and 
















 to share 
2 
bdrm.  












to share 3 
rooms, very 
nice
 apartment, $60/mo. 








 apt with 3 
others.  Move in 
Feb. 
I, 
$60/mo. 210 S. 






 726 S. 10th 





wanted.  Own 
room 


















ROOMMATE  - 
wanted
 to share 
2 
bdrm.  apt. with 2 others 
for Spring 
Semester.  Near campus. 
$61  plus util. 
294-6019 ask 








 665 S. 







 $120/mo. 5 min 







 Apts. - Upper 









to share apt. with 2 





roommate,  prefer 
Jr.
 or 
Sr. 148 William *16. 294-4553. 
NEEDED
 2 FEMALE 
ROOMMATES
 to 
share new apt. with 2 others. $55/mo. 
287-4943.
 
MOVING. Need to sell 
Boarding House 
contract. Colonial 
Halls,  call Ann after 
6. 293.9908.
 
CONTRACTS for sale - $200 - Spring
 
Semester - 
Halls  of Ivy. 297-6735, 
I WANT to share an apt. starting 
Feb.
 
I. 1970. Near campus, prefer own bed-
room. Write or cell Bob Kotch, 7303 














LOST AND FOUND a) 
REWARD:
 Please return  box of books 
end 
papers taken for green
 sports car behind
 
dorm.,  Jan 
5, no 
questions.  Dave Powers. 
294-6019,  
335  S. 10th. 
FOUND: small black 
female  dog. White 
paws. ten collar, no tags. 12-16-69 on 
6th & San Fernando 296-8432.  
MISSING since last 






























with  rod 
collar.  297-6232.
 







WARD!  Cal' 









- THE FIRST DAY
 OF REST OF OUR 
LIVES I CHOOSE ish - AND 
THE  PAIN 
IS GONE. 
FALL  GRADS: If you 
have  extra tickets 
for graduation
 call 378.3307 after 6 
p.m.  
Will 
pay  75c 
each.   
NEEDED: Tickets for 
January Graduation. 





in my home. 
Fast, Ac.. 
curate










 Way.  
RENT A TV OR STEREO: 
Free mimic& 
















- 298 4104.  
EXPERIENCED 
TYPING  - ELECTRIC.
 
Master's - Reports - Dissertations.
 
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris
 
A. 
Call 371-0395. San Jose.  
GERMAN -ENGLISH
 Translations by 
graduate student 377.2367.  
XEROX 
Copies 3c each. Ask 
about  our 





 295-7778.  
EXPERIENCED
 TYPING - ELECTRIC 







CHARTERS  to Europe 
for summer, 










 from L.A. and 
Oakland  to 
London, Amsterdam,
 Frankfurt. From 
$255 to $325. - 
roundtrip;
 $150 - 
$185 - one-way. 
Coordinator: Prof... 








 to Mammoth Ski Resort. 
After Jan. 22nd.











Frankfurt.  From $270 
to $325 
roundtrip,





 Frank F. 
Paal, 




needs  ride, share 
ex-
pense Sem. break.
 Send details. Jim 
5141/2 Flagg
 Ave. San Jose 95128,
  
RIDE NEEDED to Colorado
 for semester 
breel '  ,ve message
 at 386 E. Mar-
1,',




















































































































ID Lost and Found 
(5) 0 
Tramesestles
 (E)  
No refunds on 
cancelled ads.
 Print 









   For _ 
Days 
Address
   
Enclosed  Is $   
City   
Phone   
SEND CHECK, 
MONEY  ORDER. OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
BAN JOSE 
STATE  COLLEGE, 
CALIF. 95114 
Please Wow 2 iris OW placing tor sal to spasm
 
